14.5 Classification of Non-Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service:

Non-Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service shall be offered under terms and conditions contained in Part II of the Tariff. The Transmission Provider and the Transmission Owners undertake no obligation under the Tariff to plan the Transmission System in order to have sufficient capacity for Non-Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service. Parties requesting Non-Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service for the transmission of firm power do so with the full realization that such service is subject to availability and to Curtailment or Interruption under the terms of the Tariff. In the event the Transmission Customer (including Third Party Sales by a Transmission Owner) exceeds its non-firm capability reserved at any Point of Receipt or Point of Delivery, the Transmission Customer shall pay the rate set forth in Schedule 8 for the delivery period (i.e., monthly, weekly, daily or hourly) for which the Transmission Customer is reserving capacity multiplied by an adjusted reserved capacity (for pricing purposes only) equal to the highest level used by the Transmission Customer at such Point of Receipt or Point of Delivery as integrated over a 60 minute period. Non-Firm Point-To-Point Transmission Service shall include transmission of energy on an hourly basis and transmission of scheduled short-term capacity and energy on a daily, weekly or monthly basis, but not to exceed one month’s reservation for any one Application, under Schedule 8.